AUS CURRICULUM CODES - Level 1
CURRICULUM

Personal, Social & Community
Health

CODE - Foundation
RELEVANT CODE DESCRIPTION
RESOURCE AREA
ACPPS003
Demonstrate protective behaviours and other actions Soapy Heroes song
that help keep themselves safe and healthy
ACPPS004
ACPPS005
ACPPS006
ACELA1444

Language
ACELA1787

ACELT1585

Literature
ACELY1784

Drama

ACADRM027
ACADRM028
ACADRM029
ACADRR030

ACAMAM054

Media Arts
ACAMAR057

Visual arts

ACAVAM106
ACAVAM108
ACAMUR083

Music

Practise personal and social skills to interact
positively with others
Identify and describe emotional responses people
may experience in different situations
Identify actions that promote health, safety and
wellbeing
For Social Interactions: Understand that language is
used in combination with other means of
communication, for example facial expressions and
gestures to interact with others
Explore different ways of expressing emotions,
including verbal, visual, body language and facial
expressions
Language devices in literary texts, including ﬁgurative
language Listen to, recite and perform poems,
chants, rhymes and songs, imitating and inventing
sound patterns including alliteration and rhyme
Listening and speaking interactions: Use interaction
skills including listening while others speak, using
appropriate voice levels, articulation and body
language, gestures and eye contact

Feeling Puppets activity
All activities initiate group conversation about feelings.
Soapy Heroes song and video series explores
methods to remain healthy.
Resource explores different communication methods

Entire resource addresses emotions

Feeling Poems activity

The resource requires group conversation and
activities in pairs where listening and responding are
key elements.

Explore role and dramatic action in dramatic play,
Feeling Puppet role play
improvisation and process drama
Use voice, facial expression, movement and space to Feeling Puppet role play, Mirror Me activity
imagine and establish role and situation
Present drama that communicates ideas, including
Feeling Puppet role play
stories from their community, to an audience
Respond to drama and consider where and why
people make drama, starting with Australian drama
Explore ideas, characters and settings in the
community through stories in images, sounds and
text
Respond to media artworks and consider where and
why people make media artworks, starting with
media from Australia
Explore ideas, experiences, observations and
imagination to create visual artworks and design
Create and display artworks to communicate ideas to
an audience
Respond to music and consider where and why
people make music, starting with Australian music

Feeling puppets

Resource is Australian made and features a culturally
diverse cast.
Making a Feeling Shape and Puppet based on their
creative interpretation of how an emotion feels
Feeling Puppets activity
Songs On An Adventure and Soapy Heroes will initiate
conversations about the power of music to relay a
message.

